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RATIONALE

This course provides an understanding of the fundamentals of epidemiology, surveillance
procedures and an introduction to statistical analysis. Students will acquire a sound
foundation in investigative methods as relevant to outbreaks of infectious diseases.

SYNOPSIS

The course provides an introduction to the fundamental principles of epidemiology.
Surveillance techniques and methods for investigating outbreaks of infectious diseases are
described. The course provides an introduction to statistical analysis and methods for
organising, analysing and presenting epidemiological data. Methods for estimating and
comparing means and proportions with some emphasis on the use of the t- and chi-squared
procedures is provided.

OBJECTIVES

On successful completion of this course students will be able to:

• define and outline the basic principles of epidemiology, surveillance and statistical
analysis. Describe the application of these methods to infection control;

• understand and apply the basic principals of surveillance;
• collate and present surveillance data in a logical and informative fashion;
• correctly identify and communicate outbreaks and trends in surveillance data;
• understand and describe the general concepts of association and causation;
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• understand and apply various models of epidemiological study design including
observational studies, analytical studies and experiments;

• use appropriate graphs and statistics to summarise data;
• describe when statistical inference is needed in data analysis and the strengths and

limitations of this technique;
• describe what a confidence interval is used for and appropriately interpret the

results;
• describe what a hypothesis test is used for and appropriately interpret the results;
• describe the need for probability distributions and list the circumstances appropriate

for the following distributions: Normal, t, Binomial, Poisson and Chi-Square;
• critically appraise published papers and comment on the likely validity of results

and relevance to your institution.

TOPICS

Description Weighting (%)

1. Introduction - decision making and the scientific method; essential
definitions and basic concepts of epidemiology (person, place & time, human

10.00

populations and ethics, causation and association); essential definitions and
basic concepts of surveillance (outcome and process measures, sentinel
events and rate-based measures, the search for variation, triggering action);
essential definitions and basic concepts of statistical analyses(research
question, population, variables, data, statistics, sampling, statistical
inference); common and complementary elements between epidemiology,
surveillance and statistical analysis (relationships to the scientific method
and to decision making); relevance of epidemiology, surveillance and
statistical methods to infection control practitioners.

2. Surveillance systems - what to measure (reliability and validity, bias,
rate-based or sentinel events; the data collection form (computer or paper,

18.00

clarity of design, coding of responses); the data set (individuals, data records,
variables, categorical and quantitative variables, format on the computer);
summarising the frequency distribution of a single variable (frequency tables,
bar charts, histograms, median and range, mean and standard deviation);
summarising the relationship between two variables (two way tables,
scatterplot, correlation); data checking and cleaning (range checks, logic
checks, outliers).

3. Outbreaks and trends over time - measurement issues (incidence or
prevalence, counts or rates, lurking variables and confounding); graphical

18.00

summaries (run charts, adding the historical knowledge; sampling variation
(population and sampling, distribution of sample statisitcs); some probability
rules (8 in a row on one side of the average, other patterns to look out for);
some probability distributions (Binomial, Poisson, Normal); control chart
(p and np charts, c charts, x-bar and s charts).

4. Epidemiological investigation - sampling (sampling methods,
randomisation and probability, bias); data collection (retrospective,

18.00
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prospective or cross sectional); descriptive studies (definition, main types,
applications, advantages and disadvantages); analytic studies (definition,
main types, applications, advantages and disadvantages); experiments
(definition, main types, applications, advantages and disadvantages);
determining relationships (association and causation, confounding and
standardisation, rates and ratios, relative risk and odds ratios).

5. Statistical inference - the role of inference (estimating population
parameters from sample statistics); random variation and statistical

18.00

confidence; models of variation (Normal distribution, t-distribution, binomial
distribution, and probability tables for each); confidence intervals (level of
confidence, margin of error, components of the margin of error,
interpretation); hypothesis tests (null hypothesis, alternate hypothesis, test
statistic, degrees of freedom, p-value, interpretation); analyses of means
(confidence intervals, sample size calculations and z-test, assumptions and
interpretation); analysis of proportions (confidence intervals, sample size
calculations and z-test, assumptions and interpretation); analysis of two way
tables (Chi-Square test); non-parametric methods.

6. Critical appraisal of the literature - the structure of a journal paper
(introduction, methods and materials, results, discussion and conclusion;

18.00

what is the research question? what is the study type? what are the outcome
variables and how are they measured? what are the explanatory variables
and how are they measured? what is the source population and who are the
study subjects? what important potential confounding factors are considered?
are statistical tests/confidence intervals reported? Do they appear
appropriate? did the authors answer the research question? Do their answers
apply in your local setting?

REFERENCE MATERIALS

Reference materials are materials that, if accessed by students, may improve their knowledge
and understanding of the material in the course and enrich their learning experience.

Scientific Calculator

Association for Professionals in Infection Control and Epidemiology Inc 1996, APIC
Infection Control and Applied Epidemiology: Principles and Practice, Mosby, St. Louis.

US Dept of Health and Human Services 1992, CDC: Principles of Epidemiology, 2nd
edition, CDC Atlanta, Georgia, US.

Valanis, B 1992, Epidemiology in Nursing and Healthcare, 2nd edition, Appleton & Lange,
Norwalk Conn.

Wassertheil-Smoller, S 1995, Biostatistics and Epidemiology, 2nd edition, Springer-Verlag,
New York.
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STUDENT WORKLOAD REQUIREMENTS

ACTIVITY HOURS

Directed Study 70

Examinations 3

Private Study 100

ASSESSMENT DETAILS

Description Marks Out of Wtg(%) Required Due Date

ASSIGNMENT 1 100.00 25.00 Y 06 Sep 2002

ASSIGNMENT 2 100.00 25.00 Y 18 Oct 2002

3 HR RESTRICTED EXAM 100.00 50.00 Y END S2
(see note 3)

NOTES:

3. Examination dates will be available during the Semester. Please refer to the
examination timetable when published.

OTHER REQUIREMENTS

1 It is the students' responsibility to participate actively in all classes scheduled for
them, and to study all material provided to them or required to be accessed by them
to maximise their chance of meeting the objectives of the course and to be informed
of course-related activities and administration.

2 Requirements to Complete Satisfactorily Each Assessment Item To complete
satisfactorily each of the assignments student must obtain at least half of the marks
available for each assignment. To complete satisfactorily the examination in the
course, students must obtain at least half of the marks available for each
examination.

3 Minimum Requirements to Pass the Course To be certain of a pass in this course,
students must: obtain at least 50% of the marks available for each assessment item;
and obtain at least 50% of the marks available in the examination; and obtain an
overall mark of at least 50%.

4 Grading Final grades for students will be determined by the addition of the marks
obtained in each assessment item, weighted as in the Assessment Details.

5 Supplementary and Deferred Examinations Students who obtain an overall passing
mark, but who do not perform satisfactorily in an examination, may, at the discretion
of the examiner, be granted a supplementary examination Students will be granted
a deferred examination only if they perform in all other assessment items. Any
supplementary or deferred exams for this course will be held in the semester 3
examination period of the current academic year.

6 Assignments The due date for assessments is the date by which the student must
despatch it to the USQ. The onus is on the student to provide proof of the despatch
date, if required by the Examiner. Students must retain a copy of any assignment
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submitted. This must be produced with 48 hours if required by the Examiner. In
accordance with University's Policy on Assignments (Regulation 5.6.1), the
Examiner of a course may grant an extension of the due date of an assignment in
extenuating circumstances. This policy may be found in the USQ Handbook, the
Distance Education Student Guide and the Faculty of Sciences' Orientation
Handbook for new on-campus students. All students are advised to study and follow
the guidelines associated with this policy. An assignment submitted after the due
date without an extension approved by the Examiner, will attract a penalty of 10%
of the assigned mark for each day (or part thereof) that the assignment is late.

7 Examinations Candidates should be aware that the University has policies and
regulations (Regulation 5.6.2.2) about the use of unfair means and electronic devices
in an examination and they should refer to them to determine whether or not actions
they intend to take are acceptable to the University. Restricted Examination:
Candidates will be allowed access only to specific materials in a restricted
examination for this course are: The study book, Introductory Book and Additional
Readings Book for this course; writing materials; and calculators. With the approval
of the Examiner, candidates may take an appropriate non-electronic translation
dictionary into the examination. This will be subject to perusal and may be removed
from the candidate's possession until appropriate disciplinary action is completed
if found to contain material that could give the candidate an unfair advantage. A
list of the materials candidates may access in the restricted examination will be on
the frontispiece of the examination paper.
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